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The title originates from research that shows folks are happiest on Fridays. Known as a guy who maintains a continuous
positive outlook regardless of situations, Osteen has explained this message mainly because a core theme of his
ministry. Pastor Joel Osteen writes how exactly we can generate this degree of contentment and pleasure every day of
the week. Combining his personal encounters with scriptural insights and concepts for true pleasure, he shows visitors
how every day can hold the same guarantee and opportunities for real joy that they encounter at five o'clock on Fri.
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happiness is a blessing I started this book a couple of months after my spouse went on to be with GOD, THE FATHER.
Scott, my hubby, and I have always been picked on and complimented about how exactly much we smile all the time. We
didn't usually realize this was God blessing us. Many thanks Joel for taking time to write Every Day a Friday: How to be
Happier seven days a Week. Most did and are happy I suggested it.specifically in moments of trials, yet through Him we
smiled through everything. When I began this publication I known as everyone I knew and informed them to get it.. Now I
let you know, you won't be sorry. What enclosed within this publication were just what I required to let me understand
that I'm on your path.. Through my days of mourning (after 42 years of relationship) my loss, I'm still smiling
remembering all of the blessings God provided us and seeing more pouring out over me. God is love and God is definitely
kindness. Whether anyone believes it or not really this publication is a powerful polemic against nihilism and public
disorder. Spiritual Inspiration From a Simple Everyday Persons Perspective There are spiritual awareness reads and
there is Joel Osteen.!!!I am now in a daily objective to identify "a positive" attribute from the entire parameter of my
getting. I find it's the only "Me Time" I have. He must've researched for a very long time in the writing of this book
because he has tackled every problem, challenge and obstacle that people face in every day life. This book stays right
following to my bed for quick reference whenever I am feeling low. I love how he not only offers encouragement to
handle problems, but he gives personal stories and references the Bible to back again up his tips.Everyday a Friday so
far as I'm concerned is his best work yet. Joel Osteen books rock! This is a great read! Three Stars Interesting to learn.
Everyday a Fri assisted me with refocusing on my current situation. Often, we believe that in life that people aren't in a
"great place." Some people start to feel like we've failed in life due to not attaining personal lifelong goals. Completing
this book was the affirmation I necessary for this season of 2014. Brilliant! I am learning to be content during both
sweet and sour times of my time right here on earth. The individuals who are in my life will be the ones who are said to
be there. People who are not have simply served their purpose in my own life and have moved on. Wel written and an
easy read. Joseph's staff found that visits to the humor space resulted in many patients (looking into of the) medical
center sooner because it helped alleviate (their) symptoms. But if you are not cautious, you will lose sight of all good
things God has done for you."In existence one will eventually seek for an indicator or message of hope from either a selfhelp or spiritual go through. Your heart will become lifted. God bless you Joel Osteen!.We must see "through (the) eye of
love. Don't take for granted the family, friends, and opportunities He provides blessed you with." Keep in mind God
always gets the last globe and He is Like personified (1 John 4:16). And believe it or not this book is certainly a primer
for world peace. Unfortunately, many of us won't embrace this practical wisdom, but as a collective, if we had been to
embrace this message we could achieve world peace starightaway. He provides helped me through some rough times.
God certainly anointed Joel Osteen and he's given him an extremely difficult assignment by producing him the greatest
preacher of the modern ages, enabling His message to become propagated through Lakewood Church ministries." Put
simply in case you are facing a difficult situation, try to recognize that it's only temporary, that God will see you through
your tumultuous encounter, and remember, That can be done everything through Christ, He strengthens you (Philippians
4:13)." And that's exactly what we need to do. As Joel claims, "It's easy to focus on what's wrong in your daily life, what
you don't possess, and how big your obstacles are." If my friends aren't happy for my blessing after that, it's time to
find new friends who will celebrate with me as I celebrate with them. And no matter what business you might belong to,
which might include race, color, creed, sexual orientation, political affiliations, spiritual denominations or whether you
are rich or poor, no matter this book will cause you to take into account how you are living, how you deal with others
and if God truly rules over your daily life. If you're in that hurry and so stressed that you neglect to appreciate the gift
of today, you'll drop your joy and ability to be happy every day of the week.Chapter 6 handles keeping "THE PROPER
Perspective.Don't allow the Devil and his demons steal your joy, use "the healing power of laughter" to cure your
summertime blues. When you preserve a sin, you possess on to it." Jesus also demonstrates this message in Luke
chapter 19:1-9 when Jesus befriended the Tax collector Zacchaeus. "The St. Osteen's terms are listed the following,
"When they arrive at you, simply say, in a humble method "I'm putting on this blessing well, despite criticism and
jealously." Laughter tends to discharge hormones such as dopamine throughout the body, which supports the healing
process. It’s a choice on how you approach life.General, Joel's publication prepares you for the battlefield of the mind; it

can help you combat unhappiness. Think of it this way, depending on Jesus is sensible medicine, it's superior to using
synthetic medicines such as Abilify, Ativan or Zoloft and it's cheaper as well, as a matter of fact it costs nothing.
Remember man made cures are only short-term, God's Grace can be eternal. Also, Joel said in a sermon aired on Tv
sometime ago, "Put on your blessings well!" Luz Long committed to Jesse Owens success through the Olympics and Luz
obtained the most valuable gift of all, a friend. Joel Osteen knocks it from the park!If we help others to accomplish their
goals and pursue their dreams then we are accomplishing the Lord's will and when we do this we are in sync with His
purpose, we become simpatico with the Holy Spirit that dwells in us. I love Joel because he's more of a motivational
speaker and I always feel better after hearing one of is own sermons." Also, "What makes you great is definitely when
you reach back and help somebody else become great." "Rather than being critical and writing others off, take time to
get to know them.The story of Jesse Owens and Luz Long is mentioned on page 223 of the book and how they truly
became friends regardless of Hitler and the Nazi party's racism. "There is the greatest legacy is not what we leave for
folks, but what we leave in people." and "When it gets tough and things don't look like they'll workout, you can laugh by
faith, understanding that God has recently written the final chapter. Joel's book is universally on point with a pragmatic
message that comes right from god, the father and is definitely conducive when put on everyday living." Joel stresses
the issue of faith and charity, loving people into repentance and the quest for their God given dreams and aspirations."
Moreover, "don't have a critical spirit." Also, Jesus stated in Matthew 22:39 "Like your neighbor as you do yourself.
Joseph's Medical Center in Houston, Texas using humor areas for patient therapy. Jesus didn't condemn him; rather he
treasured him into repentance. That's what we must do if we will live out the destiny God offers planned for us. For you
see, forgiveness isn't only for the trespasser, it's also for the harmed party. A case in point: "When Jesus rose from the
lifeless and came back to talk with His disciples, He said, `If you forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven them; if you
wthhold the sin of any, they are retained' (John 20:23 NKJV). In chapter 20, Joel discusses the St. God was stating that
whenever you hold on to the wrongs people have done to you, then your poison contaminates you.because of this I am
grateful!"There exists a large amount of pragmatic wisdom throughout this book. We need to possess positive attitudes
when we go to work, whenever we cope with members of us or whenever we think we lack things in our life, such as
finding that special somebody or paying off debt, or obtaining well. What a responsibility and present! For reasons
uknown we tend to believe that people of faith never have a bad time and to hear his personal struggles and how he rose
above life's daily drama brings a positive message to everyone. The world leaders need to read this reserve and apply it
to domestic and world affairs. Enjoy His blessing while you get to bless others. Five Stars Best publication ever,
inspirational, tells u how exactly to li ve a positive existence, n how exactly to see live positively Great book Great book
Awesome Awesome Nice rrad Great book Five Stars Healthy reading It’s a choice. Think of dopamine as God's heavenly
prescription for discomfort. Choose well may be the crux of this book. When it comes to jealous hearted individuals, one
of my favorite parts of this book originates from chapter twenty-seven. Of the many books I've examine and reviewed,
over the years, I cannot appear to get enough of the awesome communications he sends to his readers. His CD's are
excellent for hearing in the car His CD's are excellent for hearing in the car. Joel Osteen is amazing! "There is no greater
legacy than to help someone else win. He is not like other, hardly ever cry's, never requests money, doesn't preach fire
and brimstone, and doesn't care what church you go to.. "Everyday a Friday" is Joel Osteen's Magnum Opus: Joel Osteen
may be the Pastor of Lakewood Church in Houston, Texas, the biggest church in the world, not to mention you'll truly
ascertain as to why this is so after reading his 5 superstar catharsis. When you do not forgive, it's easy to become what
you hate.Joel believes we need to transformation our perspective and become thankful for what we do have also to share
it all with others.The Republicans and the Democrats have to read this book.
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